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1 Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the query of an integrated multi- source environment,
with the emphasis on determining the source S that can satisfy a query Q while the
response time ¢t for retrieving the answer is kept to minimal. To this extent if there are
more one sources that could possibly satisfy Q we are interesting in the source that can
provide a satisfactory answer at a time t · ¢t.

Given the response time ¢t we can establish a partial order for the underlying sources
S1; :::; Sn with respect to query Q. Thus the underlying source Si with relevant facts
f1; :::; fn that satisfy a query Q and achieves response time t · ¢t is given the highest
priority always with respect to query Q for 1 · i · n.

In de¯ning a common integrated info-base, we assume that there exists a single (hy-
pothetical) info-base that represents the real world. This ideal info-base includes only
perfect descriptions.

We now formulate two assumptions for the governing purposes of the hypothetical
info-base [5]. These assumptions are similar to the Universal Scheme Assumption and
the Universal. These two assumptions are statements of reconciliation of the underlying
Info-bases.

The Scheme Soundness Principle (SSP). All conceptual schemes are derivatives
of the real world scheme. That is, in each conceptual scheme, every structural component
is a view of the real world scheme. The meaning of this assumption is that the di®erent
ways in which reality is modelled are all correct; i.e., there are no modelling errors, only
modelling di®erences. To put it in yet a di®erent way, all intentional inconsistencies
among the independent conceptual schemes are reconcilable.

The Instance Soundness Principle (ISP). All database-fact instances are deriva-
tives of the real world instance. The meaning of this assumption is that the information
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stored in info-bases is always correct; i.e., there is no erroneous information, only di®erent
semantic representations of alike facts.

It is suggested by that in query-answering systems one central task is to compare two
information items, one from the client and the other from the info-base. In our framework
a client can be de¯ned as an application that is trying to build its own info-base out of
the existing reconcileable info-bases, or an unaware hypothetical user trying to extract
information similar to its request from the info-base, that is the closest one to the single
(hypothetical-perfect) database, which represents the real world according to SSP, ISP
principles.

2 GN-model of multi-source database system

Let us have s di®erent DataBases (DBs), that have di®erent time periods of work. We
shall interprete these DBs by tokens ±1; :::; ±s.

Let there be an Expert System (ES) and a System Administrator (AS) that we shall
interprete by token ¯. Let a Special Module (SM), interpreted by token °, control the
process of changing of information from one DB to another one. Let requests (we shall
mark all them by tokens ®) enter ES and let them have user's preference for the duration
of the time for obtaining of the answer. Therefore, the initial characteristic of ®-token is

\request; user's preference for the duration of the time":

Initially, tokens ±1; :::; ±s stay in place l9 with initial characteristics

\i-th DB; time for access";

where 1 · i · s. Token ¯ permanently stays in place l4 with initial characteristic

\ES and AS; speci¯c parameters":

Finally, token ° permanently stays in place l10 with initial characteristic

\SM; speci¯c parameters; C1, C2";

where C1 and C2 are constants.
The GN contains 5 transitions with the following forms.

Z1 =< fl1; l4; l11g; fl2; l3; l4g;
l2 l3 l4

l1 false false true
l4 false W4;3 true
l11 true false false

>;

where
W4;3 = \there is a DB that contains the necessary information".

The ®-token enters place l2 without a new characteristic, while in place l3 it obtains
the characteristic

\the necessary information is contained in k-th DB, where 1 · k · s":

The ¯-token does not obtain any new characteristic.
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Z2 =< fl3; l8; l9; l14; l15g; fl5; l6; l7; l8; l9g;

l5 l6 l7 l8 l9
l3 true false false false false
l8 false false false false true
l9 false W9;6 W9;7 W9;8 true
l14 false false false false true
l15 false false false false true

>;

where
W9;6 = \token °;s last characteristic is the number of a the current DB",
W9;7 = \the current DB's access is higher that the average access time",

W9;8 = \the current DB's contains the necessary information for token ®".
In place l5 the ®-token obtains the characteristics

\answer of the question":

Each of the ±-tokens can split to two or three tokens - the same ±-token that continues
to stay in place l9, and either to token ±¤i that enters place l8 without a new characteristic,
where i is the number of the respective ±-token; or to tokens ±1

i and ±2
i that enter places l6

and l7, respectively, where i is used in the above sense. Token ±1
i obtains the characteristic

\localisation of the information that must be deleted from the DB"

in place l6, and the tokens do not obtain any characteristics in places l7 and l9.

Z3 =< fl5; l10g; fl10; l11g;
l10 l11

l5 false true
l10 true false

> :
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In place l11 the ®-token obtains the characteristics

\duration of obtaining of the transfer";

while in place l10 the °-token, which should have smaller priority than token ®, obtains
the characteristic

\number of cases, when the access to the present information is longer than the access,

requested by the user":

Z4 =< fl6; l7g; fl12; l13g;
l12 l13

l6 true false
l7 false true

> :

The ±1-token obtains the characteristic

\cleaning of the information from the current DB"

in place l12, while the ±2-token does not obtain any characteristic in place l13.

Z5 =< fl12; l13g; fl14; l15g;
l14 l15

l12 true false
l13 false true

> :

The ±2-token obtains the characteristics

\record of the information from the DB represented by token ±1"

in place l15, while the ±1-token does not obtain any characteristic in place l14.

3 Conclusion

In this paper we analysed the issue of establishing a partial order for the underlying
sources S1; :::; Sn with respect to query Q. Thus the underlying source Si that satisfy
a query Q and achieves response time t · ¢t is given the highest priority always with
respect to query Q for 1 · i · n.

In enhancing our initial approach we need to analyse the issue of "approximate an-
swers". To put it di®erently, a query Q may have several candidate answers. In such
cases the most authoritative answer must be retrieved with respect to the perfect answer.

If new sources of information need to be incorporated in the integrated environment
then the partial order for the underlying sources S1; :::; Sn with respect to query Q needs
to be recalculated.

In future, we are outlying some thoughts that will enable us to represent con°icting
information as part of a 4 valued characteristic function of para-consistent relation, which
maps tuples to one of the following values: > (for contradiction), t (for true), f (for false)
and ? (for unknown). This will let to reason about con°ict a quantitative four- value
logic. The elements of the temporal information (temporal facts) can be represented in the
form hF; tFL ; tFRi, where [tFL ; t

F
R] is a time interval. Using the ideas for Intuitionistic fuzzy
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expert systems [3, 4], we can estimate any fact F and it can obtain Intuitionistic fuzzy
truth-values V (F ) = h¹F ; ºF i, such that ¹F ; ºF 2 [0; 1] and ¹F + ºF · 1 . Therefore, the
above fact can be represented in the form

hF; tFL ; tFR; ¹F ; ºF i:

This form of the fact corresponds to the case in which the fact is valid in interval tF =
[tFL ; t

F
R] and at every moment of that interval the fact has the truth-value h¹F ; ºF i: Thus it

is required to develop a relational Intuitionistic environment for representing uncertainty
and contradiction or con°ict as part of a multi-source database environment.

The paper is a continuation of the ideas from [2, 6].
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